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The annual Cherry Festival in the Eastern Free State gives
Sandstone an opportunity to showcase some of the things that
it can do. It is a mini Stars rehearsal for the big event in April
next year.
It was a great success with lots of visitors attending. The
advent of drones means we can capture the action much more
accurately than ever before. The picture below featuring our
team of oxen accompanying a fully loaded Narrow Gauge
train along our airstrip is a good example of the diversity that
we are capable of putting together.

With a bit more foresight we should have had low flying aircraft
in the picture as well.
There is a steady build-up in interest for Stars 2019. We are also
delighted at the international geographic diversity of the guests
who are now signing up.
Inevitably, accommodation is starting to run short in the area, so
we do urge people to try and make their arrangements as soon as
possible.
https://bit.ly/2uQkdOU

We hope you enjoy reading this Newsletter issue Number 9!

Bookings for Stars 2019 & The Blue Train | Ww1 Centenary | Modern Farming | The Sandstone Railway | Livestock
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THE BLUE TRAIN TO
S TA R S O F S A N D S T O N E
2019
A limited number of suites are still available
for this premier excursion to Stars of
Sandstone 2019. Our guests will spend three
nights on The Blue Train, with two full days at
the event. This is the trip of a lifetime and not
to be missed.
With the Observation Car now part of the
consist to the event, this will allow our guests
unparalleled views of the scenery as they take
a first class sojourn from Pretoria to the Free
State and return.
The Blue Train will depart Pretoria Station on
Wednesday, 3 April at 09h00, arriving late that
evening at Vailima Siding at Sandstone.
Guests will enjoy 5 Star treatment for 4 and 5
April at the event, including the launch of
Sandstone's newest locomotive, Class NG10
No 61 plus dedicated transport to and from the
event from Vailima on each day.
Departure is at 18h00 on Friday, 5 April for a
morning arrival in Pretoria on Saturday, 6
April 2019.
You can find full details of the excursion on:
https://bit.ly/2PjrDWx
For all bookings contact Dave Richardson on
e-mail, daver@sandstone.co.za
Can you afford to miss this trip of a
lifetime?

S TA R S O F S A N D S T O N E 2 0 1 9 B O O K I N G P R O C E D U R E S
The procedure for booking via our international agent, Geoff's
Trains, is slightly different from booking directly with Sandstone as a
Southern African Resident. However, any guests who wish to be
active participants, particularly rail crews who already know their
way around the country, are welcome to contact us direct. Please
contact Dave Richardson by e mail daver@sandstone.co.za
International Bookings:
If you wish to indulge in a full package tour with all flights and land
arrangements included, please book via the Geoff's Trains website,
http://www.geoffs-trains.com or the Stars of Sandstone website
under International Enquiries, https://bit.ly/2LDEJbH which are
then routed to Geoff's Trains for processing.
No International bookings or enquiries will be processed by
Sandstone.
On receipt of a booking form, Geoff's Trains will issue an invoice;
once accepted, a deposit of US$100 is requested. Should any optional
extras be required a further invoice will be issued. Final payment is
requested no later than two months prior to the event.

Bookings for Southern African Residents:
Only via the Stars of Sandstone website : http://bit.ly/2rj6ocu
We accept that these bookings will work to slighter shorter lead times
than the International ones. Once an enquiry is received, you will
receive details of pricing and, if you have identified dates and the
number of people, we will issue a formal quote. You will be asked to
confirm this quote at your earliest convenience. Reminder e-mails
will be sent where no response has been received. Once confirmed,
an invoice will be issued with a 50% deposit required by the end of
October 2018. Final payment is required no later than two months
prior to the event.
Southern African Residents will be required to confirm their identity
number or passport number by way of a copy of such document on
final confirmation prior to invoicing.
International visitors accompanying Southern African Residents will
be required to pay the appropriate International rate.
Our pricing is structured to enable affordability for both local and
international visitors as per common practice in the tourism industry
in South Africa.
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C E N T E N A RY O F T H E G R E AT WA R — W W 1
The recent commemorations of 100 years
since the signing of the Armistice for WW1
took place all over the world including Paris,
where Thomas Kautzor, a frequent visitor to
Sandstone, attended a commemoration with a
railway theme at Tacot des Lacs, south east of
Paris.
Tacot des Lacs is a 2ft gauge tourist railway of
2,5km that staged an event entitled Four Little
Trains of the Great War.
The Pechot-Bourdon Locomotive
At Les Invalides in Paris, a French Army
Pechot-Bourdon locomotive built by
Baldwin in 1915, on loan from the Pozega
Museum in Serbia, was on display with a
Renault FT-17 Tank from the French Army
Museum. The Pechot-Bourdon locomotive
was a development of the Fairlie type
locomotive and was used during WW1 by
the French artillery.

The Renault FT-17 Tank
The Renault FT-17 was a revolutionary
design for its time but only entered
WW1 in 1918 with the United States
army. It is considered the forerunner of
the modern tank with its lightweight
design.

At Tacot des Lacs, trains were run using two
ex USA Army type 2-6-2 locomotives, USA
5104 built by Baldwin, from the Museum and
WDLR (War Department Light Railways)
1257, built by Alco, from the Apedale Valley
Light Railway in the UK. These were a
standard USA design for use on the trench
railways in France, where 191 examples saw
service during WW1.They were effectively
the Allied version of the Feldbahn locomotive
as used by the German army, one of which is
preserved at Sandstone.
Two-Minute Silence
By Noel Greeff: Most South Africans are
aware of the Two Minute Silence at annual
Remembrance Day parades or will have seen
it on TV. Very few however, would know that
it originated in Cape Town on 14 May 1918
during WW1.

USA 5104 and WDLR 1257. All photographs by Thomas Kautzor

The Mayor of Cape Town, Sir Harry Hands,
was prompted by Councillor Brybone, to
honour the many men who had lost their lives
in the war, by having initially three minutes,
but then later reduced to two minutes silence,
to coincide with the firing of the noon day gun
in Cape Town. Both men had lost sons in the
trenches on the Western Front; Councillor
Brybone' s son Major Walter Brybone on 12
April and the mayor's son Captain Reginald
Hands on 20April.
The firing of the gun with the subsequent Two
Minute Silence had such a profound effect on
Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, who had also lost his
eldest son Nugent in France, that he wrote to
Lord Milner in London about it. Lord Milner
received the letter on the 4 November, 1918.
On the 5th November he took it in to the war
cabinet who approved of the idea and
forwarded it to King George IV.
The King enthusiastically assented and issued
a decree that the anniversary of the end of the
war on the 11th hour of the 11th day of the 11th
month the two minute silence would be
observed throughout the British Empire.

The memorial in Adderley Street, Cape Town which commemorates the first event

The Two-Minute Silence initiated in Cape
Town then became an international tradition,
not only in the British Empire, but in many
other countries as well. In South Africa on 11
November (11/11) was no exception, with the
centenary of the end of WW1.
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YOU CAN ASSIST US
STARS PUBLICITY
If you own or operate a Heritage site, a classic
Narrow Gauge railway, or if you attract likeminded people to yourself, why not put some
of our Stars 2019 flyers, similar to the one
below, on your counter for distribution.
If you would like to do this please contact
Louise Norton on E:
tourism@sandstone.co.za or T: +44 (0)1747
820499.

M O D E R N FA R M I N G
At the time of going to press, we have still had
no rain on the farm which is very worrying.
These two pictures however show how
resilient the Eastern Free State can be.
The one picture is of our wheat which will be
due for harvesting shortly which was planted
in June. It was boosted by unexpected winter
rainfall in August.
The other picture shows one of our beautifully
adapted Afrikaners still managing to find
plenty to eat, albeit somewhat dry and lacking
in nutrition. The Afrikaner beef breed is
superbly adapted to Southern African
conditions and we rate them very highly.

It is a happy time on the farm at the moment.
Our calving season has just finished and there
are calves everywhere. This mother is
definitely popular with the youngsters and
seems to be taking her responsibilities very
seriously.

The new John Deere 8310 at Sandstone is
patiently waiting to start planting maize. It is
working with a high quality South African
manufactured Equalizer Planter which can do
120 ha a day if all goes well.
This configuration is fitted with the latest
Greenstar Precision Farming and Auto Steer
guidance systems.

Waiting to go!
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T H E S A N D S T O N E R A I LWAY: 2 f t N A R R O W G A U G E S T E A M R A I LWAY
The main Steam Railway attraction in 2019 will be
the star-spangled NG10 No61, which is undergoing a meticulous restoration

PA RT 2 : N G 1 0
T H E L A S T S U RV I V O R
In 2006, the locomotive was stored at
Bloemfontein while the tender remained at
Sandstone - but it was to be 10 years until the
final decision was made to restore the
locomotive to working order. In fact, 14 other
locomotives were restored by Lukas Nel and
his team before full attention was given to the
NG10!

The rebuilt boiler ready for retubing

The completed boiler at Bloemfontein being fitted to the frames

Severe damage to the boiler saddle
which was repaired.

In late 2016, after an initial assessment, the
boiler was lifted from the frames and sent to
Keith Stevens’ Mechanical Workshop in
Howick for repair. In Bloemfontein, the team
prepared the nearly 200 new boiler tubes
required for No 61. By May 2017, work was
well under way with the boiler, which was
stripped into sections to repair or replace as
required. A new inner fire box was fabricated
and by August 2017 the boiler was being
reassembled. It was a long process to finality
when the boiler was signed off in January 2018
and transported to Bloemfontein.
Meanwhile at Bloemfontein, full attention
could only be given to No 61 only after work on
NGG11 No 52 had been completed in early
2017. The frames and tender were completely
stripped and a new tender tank fabricated in the
original style, with full length side rails and
tool boxes at the rear. The frames were not
aligned correctly and were severely corroded.
New frame stretchers and boiler brackets were
manufactured and the wheels were placed in
the frames to assist with this alignment. It was
also discovered that, as a result of the
locomotive being a display piece at
Humewood Road at one time, many fittings
(such as the chimney and boiler mounts) were
actually made of wood and would need to be
remanufactured. The spring gear and front
bogie were refurbished. The list of completely
wasted parts was growing, but Lukas and his
team kept an ongoing lookout for
replacements, as well as planning
remanufacture where necessary.
Once the wheels were fitted, alignment of the
frames was undertaken with quite a lot of
bending involved! The buffer beam was
repaired and the Bissell bogie frame replaced.
Lukas Nel also retrieved the original boiler
plate, showing that the boiler is from 1916 and
therefore of the original type fitted by Baldwin.
It may be that boiler swaps had been done by
the SAR with the NG10s, but we have no
reliable information on this. A steam test was
done in October 1958 with the boiler due for
renewal in 1961 which was not done. This
confirms that the locomotive was not in
working order when withdrawn in 1961 for
preservation.

Aligning the buffer beam and checking the frame alignment

In Part 3 we will take the locomotive forward
as the boiler is reunited with the frames and No
61 begins to resemble a locomotive and
discover further trials and tribulations to
complete the locomotive.
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LIVESTOCK
S A N D S T O N E C R E AT E S
D O N K E Y S A N C T U A RY
Jacks and Jennys grazing at Sandstone

Most people are aware of what great
misfortune has fallen upon the world's donkey
population. The hides are now in high
demand in China, and in many countries, the
donkey population has been seriously
depleted.

A very cute recent arrival

Donkeys often find themselves in the
uncomfortable position of not being wanted.
They are loyal, hardworking draught animals
but of course with the advent of modern
transportation their time has come and gone.
If you are aware of any donkeys that are in
distress or which need rescuing please contact
Leigh Sanders on E: leighs@sandstone.co.uk
or T: 051933 2235.

OX RIEME (STRAPS)
The Ox rieme are the straps from the yoke on
the Oxen's neck that go under its neck and over
its forehead to the other side of the yoke, to
prevent it from dislodging during the hauling
of the wagon. They are also used for chair
backs and seats. At Sandstone we have begun
to craft the traditional type of rieme from
cattle hides.
The process starts by cutting the hides of the
cattle that were slaughtered in a very long strip
of 40mm wide, one sheet being thirty metres
long. The skin has been cut so that it is in a row
running in a broad strap shape, then all the flat
40mm straps are interlocked. The cutting
work is done with a knife, while the skin is wet
and the hair has also not been fully removed.
Most of the hair will waste during the tanning
process.
The long strap is put into a large container and
coarse salt poured over it to drawn out the
moisture and thus become toughened - the
beginning of the tanning process.
The skin is cut into strips 40mm wide... Salting the wet straps

Following this, the straps are hung over a knit
pole with a large stone at the bottom to stretch
the hide again. This is repeated until the straps
are tanned to complete the process, so that we
can use it for the oxen, chair seats and tables.
As there is still hair on the skin, this must be
removed and the secret is that the skin must be
brought to a certain point of rotting. Care must
be taken that it does not get overdone, because
such skins can quickly lose their value.

Fig 2

Once the hair is removed, the straps are
rubbed with cooked cattle fat to soften them. If
they dry out and become brittle, they can
easily snap. Our first efforts seem to indicate
that we have the process right and we have
now produced the straps (rieme) for all our
oxen, plus a few chairs as well for good
measure!

Fig 3
The rieme in place
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M I L I TA RY M AT T E R S
M I L I TA RY V E H I C L E S
THE OKAPI
The massive Okapi tactical command vehicle
has arrived at Sandstone. Its size can be
gauged from how much space it takes on the
low loader.
It will be active throughout Stars 2019, so if
you approach the Military detachment, they
will almost certainly give you an opportunity
to experience this vehicle first hand.
During Stars 2019 we will follow our normal
practise of having Military displays as well as
regular Military convoys which travel
throughout the farm and along the Lesotho
border. Be sure to look at the timetable and
find a place on the convoy.

M I L I TA RY V E H I C L E S
FUTURE PROJECT
We are fortunate enough to have acquired a
Bulperd (heavy-lift) recovery vehicle. It was
developed for the recovery of damaged Ratels
and Kwêvoels in the soft sand of Southern
Angola, which required a particularly
powerful vehicle. Only 11 were built, so it's
almost as rare as the Okapi above!
Because it is based on a Mack Prime Mover
we are fortunate in having one of those as well
but we may have to rationalise the two. The
Bulperd is the rarer of the two items because it
was mine-protected.
One of the great advantages of having such a
broadly based collection of Heritage items is
that we can use them. We regularly use
Military vehicles for recovery purposes when
our big tractors and combine harvesters get
stuck. The Bulperd will significantly enhance
our capabilities in this area.

M I L I TA RY V E H I C L E S
THE DUIKER
A new arrival at Sandstone for the Military
Collection is a Duiker Water Tanker.
This vehicle is derived from the Casspir
Personnel Carrier design and uses the same
powertrain. The Casspir is recognised as the
grandfather of all mine-protected vehicles
built in South Africa.
There were two variants of the Duiker - one
being a Diesel tanker with a V-shaped tank
behind the cab, and one with a cylindrical tank
of 5000 litres capacity. The latter is the version
which Sandstone has acquired.
Both types have an armoured and mine
protected cab with provision for a single light
machine gun.
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AV I AT I O N M AT T E R S
Stampe SV.4 ZS-EUU. Classic Flying Collection

Sometimes referred to as a “French Tiger
Moth” the Stampe was designed by Jean
Stampe in Belgium. Although Stampe was a
DE Havilland agent he wished to improve on
the design which he did. As mentioned in our
last newsletter, for example, the Tiger Moth
has no brakes which the Stampe does amongst
other aerodynamic and handling
improvements.
The SV.4 was designed as a biplane
tourer/training aircraft in the early 1930s, by
Stampe et Vertongen in Antwerp. The first
model was the SV.4A, an advanced aerobatic
trainer, followed by the SV.4B with
redesigned wings and the 130 hp/97 kW de
Havilland Gipsy Major engine.

An original picture of the Stampe SV.4C in the French Naval
Aviation Air School Colours. Picture courtesy of Gavin Brown

Only 35 aircraft were built before the
company was closed during the Second World
War. After the war the successor company
Stampe et Renard built a further 65 aircraft
between 1948 and 1955 as trainers for the
Belgian Air Force.
A licensed SV.4C version was built in France
by SNCAN (Société Nationale de
Constructions Aéronautiques du Nord), and in
Algeria by Atelier Industriel de
l'Aéronautique d'Alger, the two firms
completing a combined total of 940 aircraft.
For a 1930's biplane there was a surprising
demand for them at the end of WW2.The post
war SV.4Cs were widely used by French
military units as a primary trainer. Many also
served in aero clubs in France, numbers of
which were later sold second hand to the
United Kingdom and other countries.

ZS-EUU under restoration at Classic Flying Collection.

The Rothmans Aerobatic Team was a
formation aerobatic team based in the United
Kingdom, formed in 1970 flying the Stampe
SV.4 but changed to the Pitts Special in 1973.
The Classic Flying Collection Stampe SV.4C
was one produced under licence in Algeria in
1948 and was allocated to the French Naval
Aviation School in Morocco. In 1957 it was
withdrawn from service and sold to a French
flying club where, in 1958, it suffered a major
accident and the remains were sold to South
Africa. It was converted to a more powerful
Gypsey Major X engine but only flew again in
1968. In 1980 it suffered another major crash
at Baragwanath and was restored over many
years to fly again in 2001 as ZS-EUU. Gavin
Brown of Classic Flying Collection (CFC)
purchased the aircraft in 2009 and the plane
was painted in the original French colours of
1948.

Our loyal supporter and Aviation aficionado, Jeff Earle, in his Tiger Moth with a
guest about to enjoy a flight over the magnificent Eastern Free State. For visitors
this can be a true Out of Africa experience. Photo credit: Gavin Brown

Bad luck dogged ZS-EUU again as it was
severely damaged in a Hangar collapse at the
CFC base in Springs in 2014 and is now under
restoration again with a new wooden airframe
constructed by Rabbi Gavin Michaels for a
debut at Stars of Sandstone 2019.
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Readers Feedback: A tale of a Tiger Moth
Following on from our Tiger Moth article in Newsletter 8, we
received the following letter from Noel Greeff:

Thank you for another first class and
interesting newsletter.
With reference to the article ... please see
(alongside) Tiger Moth, then registered ZSDLK, now flying in Holland as PH-DLK.
This aircraft was the property of the
Johannesburg Flying Club based (up to 1970odd) at the Baragwanath Airfield, just south of
Johannesburg.
While I was still at school in 1962, the
foreman of BaraG, Erick Tochnall, asked me
if I would like to rebuild a Tiger Moth and I
enthusiastically jumped at the opportunity.
The Tiger had been stripped down to the
frames for a major overhaul by the club's
maintenance workshop, but owing to pressure
of work on their other club aircraft, they had
been unable to start the rebuild.
As I lived quite close to Bara, I would go to the
airfield every day after school as well as on
Saturdays, and under the very detailed
instructions from the foreman, I completely
rebuilt the Tiger to flying condition. In fact, I
was the passenger for her test flight carried out
by the club pilot.
In the photo, they are all of DLK but the blue
and silver plane in the bottom right was what
she looked like on completion.

P R E S E RVAT I O N AT S A N D S T O N E
COLLECTION OF
O X WA G O N S P a r t 3
Continuing with our series on the Sandstone
Ox Wagon collection, we feature the full tent
buck wagon, or Nagmaalwa.
This is a full sized transporter (18 foot) built
by Symons, still featuring the old fashioned
Natal foretong and Cape type brake. This
brake has the screw and handle of a smithingvice, and not a crank. The rear assembly is
unusually strapped to the buck beam, not lying
loosely in a W-iron.
The wagon was restored by van Niekerk, from
whose famous collection it was obtained. It
was again restored in 2016 by Erik Holm, and
fitted with a full tent, in the style farmers
favoured for traditional Nagmaal and
Geloftefees gatherings up to the 1950s. Full
tented wagons were used as mobile homes,
much like the famous Kakebeenwa of the 19th
century.
Editor’s Note: Remembering that communities were spread over huge areas, the
people travelled long distances to practice their faith. It was often the only time
the women could socialise with each other as well, and therefore going to Church
was an important element in country life at the time.
Nagmaal loosely translates as Holy Communion.
Geloftesfees (lit. faith festival) is a church gathering, usually at Easter and
Christmas time, but there were also Oujaarsaand (lit. Old Year’s night) and the
Eeufees (Centenary) festivities to look forward to.

The Cape type brake was certainly conceived
by simply using parts of a smithing-vice. It
had the disadvantage of often pinching your
fingers on the throw-through, the winding was
slower, and it pulled from the body of the
wagon to the wheels (rather than the axle to
wheels, like the Natal brake). This meant a lot
of movement and slack had to be taken up.
Side tool boxes have the half-round door in
front, typical of wagons built in the Eastern
Cape.
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ROAD STEAM
Where are the rails?
Sandstone has a magnificent collection of
Road Steam. These are often collectively
known as Traction Engines but this is a
misnomer, as there are many variations such
as Crane Engines, Showmen's Engines,
Portables, Ploughing Engines, Steam Rollers
and true pulling power: the Road Locomotive.
Sandstone’s Road Steam section includes a
wonderful selection of Steam Rollers,
Traction Engines, Road Locomotives, and
Portable Stationary Engines — all of which
need to be seen.

A Burrell and a Fowler engine haul a newly built steam locomotive by North British
for Egyptian Railways through the streets of Glasgow towards the docks in 1947.

Watching a 1901 ex-Anglo-Boer
War B5 Crane Engine pulling a
dozen wagons is not something
one sees every day. Have a look at
this short clip on You Tube.
https://youtu.be/H18Ds7ScRr8
A Fowler engine plate from 120 years ago

Barclay, Sandstone No 1 passes the Fowler B5 Road Locomotive Crane Engine

Every year we spend a lot of money on
maintaining them and updating their boiler
certificates but we seldom have enough
people to actually operate them. We are
encouraged by the fact that, as a result of an
appeal in our last newsletter, we may well
have the support of very strong team of
competent people, most of whom are Traction
Engine owners in their own right, who can
bring invaluable expertise to us, both in terms
of the operation and maintenance of these
machines.
Road Steam evolved alongside the steam
locomotive from the mid-19th century as the
economies of the world developed. The need
to move goods was paramount. As the railway
system could not link everywhere to
everywhere, Road Steam developed with
some massive machinery. As one can imagine,
the road system was not the tarmac surface of
today, in many instances, it was little more
than a cart track more suitable haulage by
horses.
However, as the railway locomotives got
faster and faster, Road Steam was hindered by
its weight and slow manoeuverabilty. In the
agricultural sector, such machines found
favour but were often hampered by their sheer
weight which was a serious issue in soft or wet
ground. They did their best work “on the belt”
driving other machinery from a stationary
position.
With the advent of the internal combustion
engine, initially petrol and then diesel, where
much lighter and agile vehicles could
transport the same loads, or do the same work,
the era of Road Steam was coming to a close.
Taxation was also not kind to such vehicles. In
the UK by the early 50s, very little Road
Steam in any form was still in use, although
steam rollers seem to have lasted the longest.

Sandstone's Marshall Roller No 88876. Picture by Paul Stratford

South Africa was one of the largest markets for
Road Steam outside of Europe and many units
have survived. The UK is the Mecca for
preserved Road Steam but Sandstone is
probably the only place in Africa where one
can still see such machinery operating
regularly. A visit to Sandstone will satisfy all
curiosities in this regard!
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The 1904 McLaren Agricultural Engine
Sandstone is probably best known for its
restoration of steam locomotives, but we have
also restored Road Steam — including the
1904 McLaren.
McLaren were prolific builders of Road
Steam and were founded in 1876 and were
very innovative producing Traction Engines,
Showmen's Engines, Crane Engines and
portables.

The stripping begins in 2006

Sandstone's version is No 767 and was built in
1904. It was shipped to South Africa and
ended its days in Nelspruit, where it was
discovered by Sandstone and acquired in 2005
for preservation. Restoration of Road Steam is
not inherently different from that of a steam
locomotive, and in 2006 the McLaren was
moved to Keith Stevens' mechanical
workshop in Howick for a full restoration
from scrap condition. This took two years and
while there is much information in the UK on
such machinery, for Keith and his team, there
was much uncharted territory.
Nevertheless, the restoration was successfully
completed by Keith and his team, including
laminating the rubber tyres on to the steel
wheels which everyone in South Africa said
could not be done! The 1904 McLaren will be
a Star Attraction at Stars of Sandstone 2019.
Rescued Rollers

Keith Stevens with the completed McLaren in October 2008

Not too dissimilar to steam railway
enthusiasts who have their favourite types of
engines, the Road Steam community also has
their favourites. One of these is Steam Rollers
or Road Rollers.
In the Sandstone collection are operating
examples of a Marshall and Fowler Roller.
However, we have a number of other
examples in the restoration queue.
Sandstone Heritage Trust played a large part
in 2010 in saving as many artifacts as they
could from the demise and destruction of the
South African National Railway and Steam
Museum (SANRASM) in Krugersdorp near
Johannesburg. Apart from railway items, a
large number of derelict steam rollers were
present on the SANRASM site which had
been collected over the years and left for
nature to claim them.

The 1904 McLaren at sunset

When the site was cleared, Sandstone moved
five rollers, being four Fowlers and an Aveling
& Porter to safety at Sandstone, where they are
now stored under cover.
As survivors of a bygone era they deserve the
safe environment Sandstone has given them.

Two of the survivors from SANRASM, Fowler no. 15515 and Aveling & Porter no 4309
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C L A S S I C V E H I C L E S AT S A N D S T O N E
CLASSIC TRACTORS
Rare Twin City
A rare and interesting tractor that is being
prepared for Stars 2019 is our steel wheel
Twin City tractor.
The Twin City was a successful tractor, the
brand name for the Minneapolis Steel and
Machinery Company, who had been involved
in tractors since 1910. They launched a very
advanced and reliable model (the 12-20) in
1919, which was streets ahead of all the
"stationary engines on wheels" designs from
all the other manufacturers, including JD &
IH.

The Sandstone "Twin City 17-28" dates from 1928

The 10-20 featured a solid 4 in line twin cam
engine, fully enclosed oil bath transmission
and pressure lubrication. Although expensive
in comparison, it earned a global reputation
for reliability and durability, and certainly
spurred Deere & IH into designing completely
new models in the 1920s.
In 1926, the 12-20 was upgraded in power to
become the 17-28 (17HP on the ground and
28HP on the belt pulley), but otherwise
remained identical.
In 1929, MS&M merged with the
Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co and the
Moline Plow Co to form the Minneapolis
Moline Co.

On a standard Walking Tour of the Sandstone
Main Complex, visitors can see an
outstanding collection of tractors in one of the
Vintage Sheds.

Lanz Tractor Display
A very competent and enthusiastic Lanz collector,
Brian Calitz and his wife Zelda, spent a few days at
Sandstone Estates.
They visited to evaluate which of our large
collection of Lanz tractors should be made ready
for Stars 2019. Amongst others, Brian chose these
two hefty German-built tractors, namely a Lanz 50
and a Lanz 60 for next year's event.
Our photo show them ticking along quite happily
outside providing background boeremusiek for the
Braai nearby. Heavy horsepower tractors like these
two would normally have been exported rather
than kept in Europe, and so they are very sought
after by German collectors in particular.

The Sandstone "Twin City 17-28" dates from 1928
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Forgotten Histories
When you look at a pristine vintage tractor
working or even if you just see a photograph,
you must wonder about its history. Did
somebody look after it so well since new that
it has kept its looks and mechanical integrity?
No, it is more likely that a dedicated
enthusiast started with something like this,
and by using parts from other derelict tractors
eventually turned it into a reliable and useful
piece of machinery. These projects help
people to bring back memories of earlier
farming days when things were perhaps a
little slower and relied much more on human
skills.
Sandstone has seven restored Fordson
tractors, all of which started out something
like this. It is a testament to the dedication of
the men who restore them. Worldwide
vintage tractor collecting, which means
restoring and showing, is a very substantial
movement.
A restored Fordson Major returned to the working farm fleet.

CLASSIC BUSES
Our old buses always do sterling work at
Stars events. They transport photographers
around in the early morning and fulfil a
number of other roles. If you miss the train,
do not worry, as there is a good chance you
can catch the bus.
One of our two buses is a 1935 Bristol, ex
Welkom Municipality, donated to Sandstone
Estates. It has always been in good working
order but this year we have decided to strip all
the panels off and redo some of the bodywork
(see photo). These buses only drive on dirt
roads and it is a testament to the integrity of
the engineering that they are able to handle it,
while also being at an advanced age.

Our lovely old Bristol as she should look

Our second bus is a 1967 Leyland OPS4/5
Tiger which we received in fairly derelict
condition. The body was totally rebuilt by our
workshops, new seats were fitted, the engine
was repaired, and the gearbox, the biggest
challenge of all, is currently undergoing a
complete rebuild. It is a special pneumocyclic
gearbox which very few companies in that
business have even seen. We were fortunate
however to find a company that still had
spares for it and we are hoping that the bus
will be back in operation for Stars 2019.

Our Leyland amongst friends
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V I S I T O R S AT S A N D S T O N E
Fouriesburg Country Tours
On Thursday, 18 October, Fouriesburg
Country Tours hosted a group of 41 senior
citizens from KZN on a visit to Sandstone.
The locomotive department steamed up
NGG11 No 52 Boadicea, for a trip to
Grootdraai. The weather was perfect and
everyone enjoyed their train trip. Tea and
coffee with homemade biscuits was served in
the Waenhuis on their return, and then
Michael took them on a standard Walking
Tour of the Sandstone Collection.
The trip was a great success and we welcome
Senior Citizen groups to visit us. More than
once, this is a trip down memory lane!
A few comments from our Visitors Book:
I'm breathless!
Amazing
Excellent
Wonderful to experience
A group photo at Grootdraai with Boadicea

Fouriesburg Country Tours has booked for
two more groups for February and October
next year.
Sandstone School Visits
Two pre-primary schools in the Ficksburg
vicinity traditionally visit us towards the end
of term for a train ride — and this year was no
exception.
Both the Haasbekkies and Kindi school
children, accompanied by their parents and
teachers, arrived on the 15 November for a
train trip to Grootdraai, followed by a picnic at
the Waenhuis.
We are always sent
the most stunning
original works of art!
These two are from
the Grade R visitors
at Kindi

NG15 number 17 Esmeralda was steamed for
the run, which was good test run for the
following day’s Cherry Festival Steam
Weekend event.
The joy on the children's faces is a pleasure to
all of us at Sandstone, and we look forward to
their next visit. Our picture gallery shows the
groups (Haasbekkies in yellow and Kindi in
blue) enjoying their day out.
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The Marshall Roller crosses the line as the Fowler awaits the right of way.
Photo by Robin Patrick

A list of what you can see and do at Stars of
Sandstone 2019 during the event from 4 to 14
April 2019:
?
Steam train rides and photography
?
Steam footplate experiences
?
Vintage Aircraft Display
?
Tractor and vintage bus rides
?
Military and Classic vehicle rides
?
Ox wagon rides
?
Modern farming tours
?
Vintage agricultural machinery
?
Traction engine displays
?
Heavy armour military displays
?
Battle re-enactments
?
Special photographic sessions for the rail
enthusiast, as well as numerous
photographic opportunities on the farm
and with the exhibits
?
Tour to our 3'6" Bloemfontein Workshops
?
On site Food Village and Bar
?
Become involved as an active participant
in the event
Over the next few newsletters we shall be
showcasing these experiences for Stars of
Sandstone 2019.

MEDIA LINKS

COMMUNITY CLOTHING PROJECT

Read our latest Steam Reports here:
November 2018: https://bit.ly/2Ar6ikt

It is traditional at Stars events to
ask visitors to please bring along
any excess clothing that they have
— “paying it forward” so to speak.

Media Coverage of Stars of Sandstone
We are receiving excellent worldwide
coverage of the upcoming Stars of Sandstone
2019. Click on the link below to read the latest:

Here in the Eastern Free State, we
are surrounded by communities
who are hugely grateful for the gifts
of children's clothing, warm clothes
for winter, ladies' fashions or
simply T-shirts.

https://bit.ly/2QGm1n9
Climate

If you do have any items or if it is
not too much of an inconvenience
to bring them please hand them in at
the farm office when you arrive and
they will be distributed very fairly
by Alina Halafu, who manages the
HR programme at Sandstone.

Sandstone’s Alina Halafu

If there is one profession or area of human
endeavour that is almost totally dependent
on climatic conditions, it has to be farming.
This excellent article from the New York
Times will be of interest to people who
worry about the planet's environmental
state of health.
Read here:
https://nyti.ms/2KtF0ib

From all of us at Stars’19 — that’s all for now!
Gert Jubileus
THE SANDSTONE TEAM Curator, Narrow Gauge Railway: gertj@sandstone.co.za
www.starsofsandstone.com

Preserving the best of the Past for the Future

Please click on the logo to visit the
Stars of Sandstone website

| T: +27(0)82 811 0254
Curator, Military Collection: Raymond Hohls
raymondh@sandstone.co.za | T: +27(0)82 990 5640
Curator, Agricultural Heritage: Chris Wilson
chrisw@sandstone.co.za | T: +27(0)84 556 1117
International Enquiries: Louise Norton
tourism@sandstone.co.za | T: +44(0)1747 820499
@SandstoneEstates
South African Enquiries: Leigh Sanders / Alina Halafu T: +27(0)51 933 2235
leighs@sandstone.co.za | alinah@sandstone.co.za

Event Matters & Newsletter Editor:
Dave Richardson | daver@sandstone.co.za
Newsletter Production:
Claire at Eschie Graffix
@SandstoneHerit
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